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Abstract
Network frequency variations cause a dramatic performance decay in repetitive controller-based shunt active
power filters. This problem may be solved by adapting the sampling period in order to keep the ratio between
the network period and the sampling period at a constant value. However, these changes may yield closed-loop
instability. The introduction of a precompensator that forces the plant to remain invariant despite sampling rate
changes allows the use of standard LTI methods in control design and stability analysis as well. Moreover, in order
to improve robustness in the face of network frequency estimation uncertainty and sampling time quantization, the
regular repetitive controller is replaced by a high order one. Experimental results show the validity of the proposal.

1

INTRODUCTION

Shunt active power filters are power electronics devices that are connected in parallel with nonlinear and reactive
loads. Their main aim is to compensate the disturbances induced by them and, subsequently, to enhance the power
quality of the electrical distribution network.
The control of shunt active power filters can be carried out using different approaches [1, 14, 11, 6, 5]. Most of them
are based on two hierarchical control loops: an inner one in charge of assuring the desired network current shape, and
an outer one in charge of determining the appropriate power balance. On the one hand, the outer loop displays a slow
dynamics and it is usually controlled by means of a PI [7]. On the other hand, the odd-harmonic digital Repetitive
Control (RC) method has been successfully used for the inner loop [7]. Nevertheless, this last technique assumes a
constant value for the network voltage frequency and undergoes a dramatic performance decay when this value is not
properly known or changes with time [20].
This article proposes to overcome the varying network frequency problem with an adaptation of the controller sampling rate according to these changes [13, 12, 17]. However, the use of such a variable sampling rate yields a more
involved stability analysis. This is because the inner loop, which answers to a Linear Time Invariant (LTI) model
under constant sampling, becomes Linear Time Varying (LTV) when a non-constant sampling is used. This may be
addressed with a simple pre-compensation scheme that forces the inner plant to remain invariant despite sampling
rate changes; consequently, standard LTI methods can be used in the control design and the stability analysis. This
technique, introduced in [16] and validated in a mechatronic plant, is here successfully applied to the shunt active
power filter. Notwithstanding, the experimentation in [16] also revealed two other minor, but non negligible, sources
of performance decay problems that conventional RC plus the adaptation-compensation scheme could not address:
possible uncertainties in the estimation of the network frequency and innacuracy in the implementation of the sampling
time due to quantization limitations. However, High Order Repetitive Control (HORC) is well known to efficiently
attenuate small mismatches between actual and implemented values of ratio TTns , where Tn and Ts stand for the network
period and the sampling period of the plant, respectively [20]. Hence, in order to introduce robustness in the face
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Figure 1: Single-phase shunt active filter.
of such issue, the regular odd-harmonic RC is replaced by an odd-harmonic HORC. Experimental results confirm an
excellent performance of the proposed controller.
This article is structured as follows: Section 2 contains the physical plant description and the control goals, as well
as a brief description of the overall controller architecture. The proposed control solution is included in Section 3.
Experimental results are collected in Section 4 and, finally, conclusions are outlined in Section 5.

2

ACTIVE FILTER TOPOLOGY AND CONTROLLER ARCHITECTURE

The system architecture is depicted in Figure 1. A boost converter with the ac neutral wire connected directly to the
midpoint of the dc bus is used as active filter. The dynamics of the averaged system (at the switching frequency)
answers to [7]:
di
L dtf = −rL if + vn − α
dEc
c
= − r2E
+ if α
dt
CC
dD
1
=
−
D
+ if ,
dt
rC C

where α = 12 v1 (d + 1) + 12 v2 (d − 1), while Ec = 12 C v12 + v22 stands for the energy stored in the capacitors, D =
C(v1 − v2 ) stands for the voltage unbalance, if corresponds to the active filter current, v1 and v2 are the capacitor
voltages, vn stands for network voltage, L is the active filter inductance, and rC , rL represent capacitor and inductor
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Figure 2: Nonlinear load current and its analysis. (top) vn , in and il vs time; (bottom) PF, cos φ and THD for in .
parasitic resistances, respectively (see Figure 1). The control variable, d, takes its value in the closed real interval
[−1, 1] and is directly related to the value of the PWM control signal injected to the actual system.
When the active filter is absent and a nonlinear load is plugged to the network, the network current, in , contains
harmonic components. This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 2, where a rectifier is supplying the nonlinear load.
However, it should be noticed that in only contains odd-harmonics: this is a common characteristic of the current
generated by most nonlinear loads plugged to the distribution network, and it will be taken into account in the design
of the proposed control scheme.
The active filter goal is to assure that the network current is in phase with the voltage source and contains no harmonic
components. Hence, denoting x∗ as the steady-state value of the signal x(t), this goal can be stated as:
i∗n = Id∗ sin(ωn t),
ωn = T2πn being the network frequency. Another collateral goal is to assure a constant average value for the dc bus
voltage, i.e.
∗
hv1 + v2 iTn = vd ,
where

hxiTn =

1
Tn

Z

t

x(τ )dτ,
t−Tn

√
with vd > 2 2vn (boost condition). Additionally, it is desirable that v1 ≈ v2 .
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Figure 3 shows the hierarchical approach that describes the controller architecture proposed here (see, for example,
[7]).
Firstly, an RC-based inner current controller forces the sine wave shape by fixing α. A new proposal for this controller
constitutes the main contribution of this paper, which is presented and analyzed in Section 3.
Secondly, the outer control loop yields the appropriate active power balance for the whole system by fixing the
amplitude of the sinusoidal reference, Id , for the current control loop. Ideally, Id should be equal to the active
component of il , which can be computed in real-time [7]; in practice, Id also must take into account the operation
losses. As a consequence, the outer loop is composed of a feedforward term corresponding to the estimated active
component of il , and a feedback PI controller in charge of assuring the active power balance. This last feature is
achieved if the mean value of the energy stored in the active filter capacitors, hEC iTn , is equal to a reference value,
namely [7]:
d
.
hEC iTn = Cv12 + Cv22 T = EC
n

The feedforward terms contribute to reduce transient behavior while the feedback action guarantees a correct steadystate behavior.

3

CURRENT CONTROLLER

This section contains the proposed control scheme for the current controller. Firstly, Subsection 3.1 introduces oddharmonic RC basics. Then, aiming to compensate for network frequency variations, a time-varying sampling periodbased adaptation-precompensation element is discussed in Subsection 3.2. Then, the lack of robustness to faulty
estimations of the network frequency and/or implementations of the sampling period is studied in Subsection 3.3,
which motivates the replacement of the odd-harmonic RC by an odd-harmonic HORC introduced in Subsection 3.4.

3.1

Odd-harmonic repetitive control

As mentioned in the previous section, the inner control loop is in charge of assuring a sinusoidal current shape.
According to the Internal Model Principle (IMP) [4], this is guaranteed by including a sinusoidal generator inside the
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control loop. An IMP-based control technique specifically designed for the tracking/rejection of periodic signals is
digital RC [10, 2, 15].
Digital repetitive controllers are composed of an Internal Model (IM), Gim (z), which assures steady-state performance, and a stabilizing controller, Gx (z), which assures closed-loop stability. Traditionally, repetitive controllers are
implemented in a “plug-in” fashion, i.e. the repetitive compensator is used to augment an existing nominal controller,
Gc (z). This nominal compensator is designed to stabilize the plant, P (z), and to provide disturbance attenuation
across a broad frequency spectrum. The IM used in RC can be expressed in the following generic form:
Gim (z) =

σW (z)H(z)
,
1 − σW (z)H(z)

(1)

where W (z) is a delay function, σ takes the value 1 or -1 for positive or negative feedback, respectively, and H(z) is
a null-phase low-pass FIR filter used to improve robustness in the high frequency range.
The standard IM is obtained from (1) setting W (z) = z −N , H(z) = 1 and σ = 1 [10]. Notice that N corresponds
to the discrete-time period of the signal to be tracked/rejected, namely N = TTns . With these settings the IM shows
full-harmonic action, i.e. it provides tracking/rejection capabilities for any N -periodic signal.
As remarked in Section 2, in the active filter case the current only has odd-harmonic components. Hence, an IM that
provides action only at odd multiples of the fundamental frequency can be constructed setting W (z) = z −N/2 and
σ = −1 in (1) [8]:
−H(z)
Godd (z) = N
.
(2)
2
z + H(z)
Such an IM provides faster convergence and simpler implementation [8].
In this work we select N = T̄T̄ns = 400, which allows a good reconstruction of the continuous-time signals. Hence,
1
assuming a nominal value T̄n = 50
s, which corresponds to the European network frequency, the nominal sampling
1
rate is set to T̄s = 20000 s. The overall architecture of the inner control loop is depicted in Figure 4, where A/D and
D/A stand for analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters respectively.
IMs introduce very high gain at harmonic frequencies. Although this is a key feature within the bandwith, it may be
problematic at high frequency. In order to preserve high gain within the desired bandwith while introducing robustness
in the high frequency range the following low-pass null-phase FIR filter has been used:
H(z) =

1 −1 1 1
z + + z.
4
2 4

Sufficient stability conditions are established in the following result.
Theorem 1 [8] The closed-loop system depicted in Figure 4 is stable if the following statements hold:
1. The closed-loop system without RC, i.e.
To (z) =

Gc (z) P (z)
,
1 + Gc (z) P (z)

is stable.
2. k W (z) H (z) (1 − To (z) Gx (z)) k∞ < 1.
Remark 1 These conditions are fulfilled for a proper design of Gc (z), H(z) and Gx (z). Namely [3, 10]:
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Figure 4: Inner control loop: odd-harmonic repetitive controller.
• The controller Gc (z) should provide the system with high enough robustness margin. In this paper we use
Gc (z) = −

3.152z − 3.145
.
z − 0.9985

• The robustness filter H(z) should be defined to have gain close to 1 within the bandwidth and smaller than 1
outside this bandwidth, which is fulfilled by the one defined in (3).
• The stabilizing filter design, Gx (z), is based on phase cancellation techniques; thus, Gx (z) = kr (To (z))−1 is
usually selected in case that To (z) be minimum phase, while the strategy presented in [21] may be followed for
nonminimum phase systems. Notice that there is no problem with the improperness of Gx (z) since the IM
provides the repetitive controller with a high positive relative degree. Finally, kr can be selected as a trade-off
between robustness and transient response, as argued in [9]. Here we use kr = 1.
The main drawback of RC is its sensitivity to frequency uncertainty [20]. In order to reduce this sensitivity an
adaptation-precompesation scheme is proposed in the next subsection.

3.2

Adaptation-precompesation scheme

In frameworks where Tn is constant, N and Ts are designed a priori according to the desired number of samples per
period and the technological constraints over Ts . Unfortunately, the electrical distribution network frequency can
undergo fluctuations and, therefore, Tn cannot be assumed constant. Furthermore, when the actual ratio TTns differs
from the implemented value of N , the control algorithm performance may decay dramatically [20]. For an active filter,
this implies a reduction of the harmonic rejection capabilities and the introduction of reactive current in the system,
i.e. a decay of the overall system performance.
The proposed solution is to adapt the plant sampling period Ts , according to the variation of Tn , in order to guarantee
that the instantaneous values of TTns be always equal to N . Hence, the network period at the sampling time instant
tk , i.e. Tnk , is obtained through a frequency observer, while the corresponding sampling period, Tsk , is computed using
Tk

the relation Tsk = Nn . Nevertheless, this transforms the original LTI system into an LTV one, thus modifying, or even
destabilizing, the closed-loop system dynamics. Aiming at annihilating the effect of the time-varying sampling and
forcing an output behavior corresponding to that of the nominal sampling period T̄s , a precompensator is introduced
between the nominal controller Gc (z) and the plant [16].
Namely, let the repetitive controller be designed and implemented to provide closed-loop stability for an a priori
selected nominal sampling period T̄s (i.e. according to Theorem 1 and Remark 1), using the LTI model (recall Figure
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Figure 5: Discrete-time block-diagram of the closed-loop system with the adaptation-precompensation controller
structure.
4)
P (z, T̄s ) ,

N um(z, T̄s )
= z {Gp (s)} ,
Den(z, T̄s )

with

1

Gp (s) =

if (s)
rL

= −
,
L
α(s)
s + 1 (τ s + 1)

(4)

rL

τ being the time constant of an anti-aliasing filter.
When working at a varying sampling period Tsk , this model is that of an LTV system:
P (z, Sk ) =

N um(z, Sk )
,
Den(z, Sk )

with Sk = {Tsk , Tsk−1 , Tsk−2 } (recall that Gp (s) is a second order transfer function). It is worth remarking that the
use of z-transform notation in an LTV framework is not formally correct; this description is here preserved in order
to achieve a compact and simple notation. Hence, z −1 should be understood as a one sample time delay, but the
sampling interval may change from sample to sample.
On the other hand, in order to annihilate the effect of the sampling rate change, the precompensator
C(z, Sk )

= P (z, T̄s )P −1 (z, Sk ) =
N um(z, T̄s ) Den(z, Sk )
=
·
Den(z, T̄s ) N um(z, Sk )

(5)

is connected in series with the LTV plant P (z, Sk ). Thence, the overall behavior is that of the nominal LTI system

C(z, Sk )P (z, Sk ) = P z, T̄s .
Figure 5 shows the modified inner-loop control scheme.
As the precompensator-plant subsystem is kept invariant and equal to the nominal plant, closed-loop system stability is
preserved. Additionally, the inner loop transfer function remains invariant and, as a consequence, outer-loop stability
is also preserved. The precompensator (5) can be equivalently implemented in input-output or state-space approaches,
but the state-space formulation leads to a more efficient code.
Finally, although this approach guarantees closed-loop stability, it is necessary to check the internal stability of the
compensator-plant subsystem C(z, Sk )P (z, Sk ), including possible forbidden cancellations. As a result, this analysis
will yield a feasible period variation interval T for which internal stability can be inferred.
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Figure 6: Maximum eigenvalue of LTk (PM ), for MG obtained using λ = 100, a set of 40 homogeneously distributed
points and tested with a set of 50000 homogeneously distributed points.
This can be checked using an LMI gridding approach [19]. The method works as follows: let
xk+1
yk

=
=

Ak xk + Bk uk ,
Exk

(6)

be a realization of C(z, Sk )P (z, Sk ), with E being a constant matrix and Ak , Bk depending continuously on the
sampling period Ts , which takes values in a known, closed interval T ; the expressions of Ak , Bk , E are derived in the
Appendix at the end of the paper. In this case, it is well known [18] that if there exist a positive definite symmetric
matrix M and a positive real value λ such that
LTsk (M ) = A>
k M Ak − M ≤ −λI,

∀Tsk ∈ T ,

(7)

then (6) is bounded-input bounded-output stable. Notice that the search of M through (7) results in an infinite set of
LMIs, which may be reduced to a finite set using the gridding procedure proposed in [19]. In this way, let {τ0 , . . . , τr }
be a sorted set of candidate sampling periods suitably distributed in T . Then, one may solve the following set of
LMIs:
Lτi (M ) ≤ −λI, i = 0, . . . , r, s.t. M = M > > 0,
(8)

for a fixed λ ∈ R+ . If the problem is feasible and a solution, M = MG , is found out, the negative-semidefinite character
of LTsk (MG ) has to be checked for intermediate values of Tsk in each open subinterval (τi , τi+1 ). If this fails to be
accomplished, (8) has to be solved again for a finer grid of T .
Figure 6 shows the maximum eigenvalue of the compensator-plant Lyapunov function derivative, LTsk (M ), as a function
of the signal frequency T1n = N 1·Ts , where MG is found by solving (8) for λ = 100 and a set of 40 equally distributed
 1

1
, 65·N
. It can be seen that it is negative for a wide range of values of Ts . As a consequence,
values of Tsk in T = 45·N
Ts may vary within a very important range of periods covering the most relevant frequency interval from the practical
point of view, namely [45, 65] Hz.
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3.3

Robustness analysis

As mentioned in Subsection 3.1, any fault in the estimation of Tn and/or implementation of Ts causes a difference
between the experimental ratio TTns and the implemented value for N , which degrades the repetitive control performance.
This phenomenon is analysed in this section using the sensitivity function.
The sensitivity transfer function of the closed-loop system in Figure 4, obtained using the generic IM (1), is
S(z) =

E(z)
= So (z)SM od (z),
R(z)

where
So (z) =

(9)

1
1 + Gc (z) P (z)

stands for the sensitivity function of the system without repetitive controller and SM od (z) is the modifying sensitivity
function
1 − σW (z)H(z)
SM od (z) =
.
(10)
1 − σW (z)H(z)(1 − Gx (z)To (z))
As an example, the blue line in Figure 7 shows the first harmonic magnitude response evolution of the modifying
sensitivity function against a relative deviation of the real sampling period T̂sk with respect to the “nominal” Tsk ,
namely


2πj
SM od e N (1+∆Ts ) ,
where SM od (·) is defined in (10) using σ = −1, H(z) = 1, Gx (z) = 1/To (z), and
∆Ts =

T̂sk − Tsk
.
Tsk

Notice that even small deviations of T̂sk entail an important performance reduction for odd-harmonic RC [16], a
situation which is even worst at higher harmonics. This behavior may be importantly alleviated by HORC, as
explained in the next subsection.
It is worth noticing that, since invariance has already been established, closed-loop stability is not threatened unless
T̂sk ∈
/ T.

3.4

Odd-harmonic high-order repetitive control

It was shown in the previous subsection that performance in conventional RC may be affected by network frequency
estimation errors and/or sampling period quantization problems. This paper suggests to replace the RC introduced in
Section 3.1 by a second order odd-harmonic RC which, as displayed in Figure 7, enhances robustness against frequency
uncertainty by flattening the peak of the modifying sensitivity function. Hence, the adaptation-precompensation
scheme introduced in Section 3.2 will be in charge of providing robustness in the face of large variations of Tn , while
odd-harmonic HORC will provide robustness in the face of estimation and quantization errors.
The main difference between regular RC and HORC is that the latter uses a weighted sum of delays instead of a single
delay. Specifically, an M -th order odd-harmonic RC employs the delay function
W (z) =

M
X
k=1

9

wk z −kN/2 .

(11)
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Figure 7: First harmonic modifying sensitivity function evolution over sampling time implementation error.
This follows the delay structure suggested in [20] for a full-harmonic HORC. The weights wk are derived in order to
obtain period variation robustness [20] using the maximally flat concept. This is achieved demanding infinite gain for
the IM (1) with H(z) = 1, σ = −1, at the odd-harmonic frequencies, i.e.

W ejωk = −1,

ωk =

2(2k − 1)π
,
N

where k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , N/2, while its first M − 1 derivatives at these frequencies are set to 0. This yields the following
linear system for the weights:

M
X
−1 if p = 0
k p
(−1) k wk =
0
if p = 1, . . . , M − 1.
k=1

Hence, for a second order odd-harmonic IM one has that M = 2, w1 = 2 and w2 = 1, which yields


N
2z − 2 + z −N H(z)


Ghodd (z) = −
.
N
1 + 2z − 2 + z −N H(z)

(12)

This IM allows small deviations in the implemented sampling period without losing the original RC performance
features.
The stability conditions introduced in Section 3.1 also hold for HORC, while the adaptation-precompensation scheme
introduced in Section 3.2 guarantees plant invariance. Consequently, the overall closed-loop system does not require
any additional stabilizing elements or re-tuning stages.
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4

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The experimental setup is composed of a full-bridge diode rectifier acting as a nonlinear load, the previously described
single-phase active filter with L = 1mH, rL = 0.5 Ω, C = 9.9mF, rC = 8200 Ω, τ = 0.03568ms, and a PACIFIC
Smartsource (140-AMX-UPC12) that acts as a variable frequency ac power source.
The active filter controller has been implemented on a DSP based hardware, i.e. within a digital framework, with
a nominal sampling frequency, T̄s−1 , equal to the switching frequency of 20 kHz. The actual network period Tn is
obtained from the network voltage zero crossings through some additional hardware and a digital low-pass filter that
runs in the DSP. Due to the combined effect of sampling rate adaptation and HORC, frequency observer precision
is not a critical deal. With this information, the sampling period Ts is updated in real time to maintain the ratio
N = 400.

v1 , v2

in

vn

il
Figure 8: Steady-state active filter behaviour under nonlinear load conditions at 49Hz using conventional RC with
constant sampling time. (top) vn , in , v1 and v2 vs time; (bottom) PF, cos φ and THD for in .
Figures 8 and 9 show the steady-state performance when using RC and HORC with constant sampling time, i.e.
without the adaptive pre-compensation scheme, and the frequency is deviated to 49 Hz. It can be seen that, in both
cases, the current signal at the source, in , is not completely sinusoidal since it contains small additional harmonic
components. Thus, the THD is 15.7% and 4.6% for RC and HORC, respectively, while cos φ and the Power Factor

11
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Figure 9: Steady-state active filter behaviour under nonlinear load conditions at 49 Hz using HORC with constant
sampling time. (top) vn , in , il and v1 vs time; (bottom) PF, cos φ and THD for in .

(PF) take values between 0.92 and 0.95. Furthermore, the obtained results show that, as expected, HORC yields lower
performance degradation compared to conventional RC.
A remarkable improvement is obtained when the adaptation-precompensation scheme is combined with a second order
odd-harmonic RC. Figures 10 and 11 show the steady-state behavior at 48 Hz and 52 Hz, respectively: the shape of
the source current is nearly sinusoidal with a THD of 0.4%, while PF and cos φ at the port are unitary.
Finally, good transient behaviors are illustrated in Figures 12, 13 and 14. Specifically, Figures 12 and 13 depict the
transients when the load is switched off and on, respectively; in both cases the capacitor voltages are maintained close
to the reference value -though only v1 is shown due to hardware limitations- and the system reaches the steady state
in a few cycles. In turn, Figure 14 shows the system behavior when the source frequency changes from 48 Hz to 50 Hz
in a 20 cycles ramp manner. Notice that the required sinusoidal shape of the network current is preserved, while the
variable network voltage frequency is adapted. The capacitor voltage v1 is maintained almost constant; v2 behaves in
a similar manner, but it is not shown due to the above exposed reason.
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5

CONCLUSIONS

This work has presented a digital controller for an active filter application based on RC. The architecture of the control
system, its stability analysis and some of its design issues have been described. The controller includes an adaptation
pre-compensation scheme to follow possible network frequency variations without losing the advantages of RC and
maintaining its low computational cost. This technique assures inner-loop invariance and, consequently, outer-loop
stability, independent from sampling period variations and network frequency observer dynamics. Moreover, a second
order odd-harmonic repetitive controller makes the system robust to uncertainty in the network frequency estimation
and in the sampling period quantization.
In summary, the proposed scheme preserves the RC performance and, at the same time, is insensitive to network
frequency variations and sampling period implementation mismatches.
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APPENDIX

The realization of the compensator-plant subsystem given in (6) is derived as follows. A state-space Jordan form for
the transfer function of the active filter system plus the anti-aliasing filter (4), is given by:

with


Acp =

ẋp (t)

= Acp x(t) + Bcp u(t)

(13)

yp (t)

= Ep xp (t),

(14)

− rLL
0

1
− τ1




Bcp =

0
1



Ep> =



1
− Lτ
0


.

The discretization of the (13)-(14) for a certain Tsk is
xpk+1
ykp

= Ap (Tsk )xpk + Bp (Tsk )uk
= Ep xpk ,

where
Ap (Tsk )

:= exp

Acp Tsk



,

Bp (Tsk )

Z
:=

Tsk

eAcp s dsBcp ,

0

while for a nominal sampling period T̄s it boils down to
x̄pk+1
ȳkp

= Ap (T̄s )x̄pk + Bp (T̄s )ūk
= Ep x̄pk .

The control law uk such that yk = ȳk is:

uk = Dk Ap (T̄s )x̄pk − Ap (Tsk )xpk + Bp (T̄s )ūk ,
14

−1
−1
always exists. However, since the state of the
Ep ; in this case Ep Bp (Tsk )
where Dk = Dk (Tsk ) = Ep Bp (Tsk )
plant is not available, the following LTV model is used to obtain an estimation x̃pk of the state xpk :
x̃pk+1 = Ap (Tsk )x̃pk + Bp (Tsk )uk .
Hence, in the realization (6) one has that:
 p 




x̄
B(T̄s )
0
x =  x̃p  , Bk =  Fk B(T̄s )  , E =  0  ,
xp
Fk B(T̄s )
Ep

Ap (T̄s )
0
0
,
0
Ak =  Fk Ap (T̄s ) (I − Fk ) Ap (Tsk )
k
k
Fk Ap (T̄s )
−Fk Ap (Ts )
Ap (Ts )


with Fk = Fk (Tsk ) = Bp (Tsk )Dk (Tsk ).
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Figure 10: Steady-state active filter behaviour under nonlinear load conditions at 48 Hz using the proposed controller
architecture. (top) vn , in , il and v1 vs time; (bottom) PF, cos φ and THD for in .
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Figure 12: Active filter transient behaviour : switching off loads. vn , in , il and v1 vs time;.
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Figure 13: Active filter transient behaviour : switching on loads. vn , in , il and v1 vs time;.
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Figure 14: Active filter transient behaviour : frequency changes following a ramp from 48Hz to 52Hz in 40 cycles. vn ,
in , il and v1 vs time;.
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